Bineli UG (haftungsbeschränkt)

Contract for the organisation of marriage in Denmark

groom

bride

First name
Last name
Address
ZIP / City
Date of birth
Phone number
Email address

Package:

◻Standard


◻All inclusive


◻All inclusive + transfer


◻Luxury

Desired wedding dates _______________________________________

Additional requirements:

◻ Reservation of tickets for the ferry including a car with ___ passengers. (12,-€ for booking without Ticket price).
◻ With the signature we will confirm to have read and accept the Terms of Bineli UG (haftungsbeschränkt)
(http://www.marry24.eu/agb/).

◻ We, the couple, agree that any photographs (portraits) in original or modified form given by us to the Bineli UG

(haftungsbeschränkt), can be issued and reproduced publicly without any restriction to spatial, temporal or substantive field of
application and for all potential purposes. This includes in particular the use for commercial purposes. Further it includes editing,
retouching, and using of the images for montages. To this agreement and clearance certificate applies regardless of the shooting
place exclusively German law. It is irrevocable.

Cancellation policy
Cancellation right.
You are entitled to cancel this contract within fourteen days without giving further reasons. The cancellation period ends after fourteen
days beginning on the date of the contract closing. To exercise your cancellation right you must inform our agency about your decision
to revoke the contract in a clear statement by letter mail or email: Bineli UG (haftungsbeschränkt), address: Tiroler Str. 12a, 22049
Hamburg, email: info@bineli.de. In order to maintain the cancellation period it is enough to send note of putting your cancellation right
to use before the cancellation period is expired.

Bineli UG (haftungsbeschränkt)
Geschäftsführer Ilja Biletski
Sitz: Hamburg | Amtsgericht Hamburg
HRB 139894 | USt.-ID-Nr.: DE309347194

Bankverbindung
Commerzbank AG, Frankfurt am Main
IBAN: DE22 2004 0000 022 575 6600
BIC/SWIFT: COBADEFFXXX

Consequences of the cancellation.
In the case of a cancellation of this contract, we are obliged to return all payments received from you including the delivery costs
(excluding the additional costs that are due to your choice of a different way of delivery other than the one we are offering at the most
favourable price) immediately and at the latest fourteen days from the date of receiving your note of cancelling the contract. For the
payback we will use the same medium of exchange you used in the initial transfer unless we have explicitly agreed on something
else; in no case we will charge a fee on this payback. If you have asked for services starting within the cancellation period, you have
to pay an appropriate amount that comes up to the amount of services provided until the point of the cancellation (compared to the
total extent of services that are provided in the contract).

Demand and approval to begin with the execution of services

◻ We agree and expressly request that you begin with the ordered services in advance of the cancellation period’s expiration. We
realize that we lose our cancellation right with your fulfillment of the contract. Prior to the complete contractual performance the
compensation for the services provided ahead of the cancellation is to be paid.

Date ________________ signatures _____________________________
(groom)

Bineli UG (haftungsbeschränkt)
Geschäftsführer Ilja Biletski
Sitz: Hamburg | Amtsgericht Hamburg
HRB 139894 | USt.-ID-Nr.: DE309347194

_______________________________
(bride)

Bankverbindung
Commerzbank AG, Frankfurt am Main
IBAN: DE22 2004 0000 022 575 6600
BIC/SWIFT: COBADEFFXXX

